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As an art form, literature transports its readers to imaginary spaces, in-
vites them to take part in ordinary or extraordinary adventures and 
pleasurably shows readers what different sorts of fictional people are 
thinking. Through access to fictional others’ thoughts, literature 
invites readers to adopt different ways of seeing the world. Apply-
ing Fowler’s concept of mind style, covering all linguistic areas 
(phonology, lexis, semantics, grammar and pragmatics), Gregoriou 
distinguishes between narratorial and character voice / thought. She argues 
that style enables readers to take particular subject positions when reading. 
Novel reading is mind reading (Palmer (2007: 83); readers can only understand literary texts by 
synching with the minds of their characters, synching with their emotions, attitudes, and ideolo-
gies. Style enables readers to mind-read the world via the focalised characters of the work. In this 
talk, Gregoriou focuses on three contemporary literary character-focalisers: a child in The Boy in 
the Striped Pyjamas, an obsessive self-harmer in Sharp Objects, and an angel character-narrator 
situated in heaven in The Lovely Bones. Her analyses show how language enables readers to think 
about, even question, their own positions and grounding in the world they actually inhabit. [Palmer, 
A. (2007),  Attribution Theory: Action and Emotion in Dickens and Pynchon, in Lambrou, Ma-
rina and Peter Stockwell (eds.) Contemporary Stylistics. London: Continuum,  81-92.]
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